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Abstract – In this paper we start addressing the main
advantages and possible applications of carrying out
Permanent
Scatterers analyses involving
more
independent data sets covering the same test area (i.e.
data acquired along parallel orbits relative to adjacent
tracks as well as data gathered by ascending and
descending passes). First interesting results are provided.
I.

PERMANENT SCATTERERS

The Permanent Scatterers (PS) technique is an advanced
operational processing strategy allowing the full exploitation
of long time series of interferometric SAR data. The PS
approach is aimed at detecting and monitoring ground
deformation with millimetric accuracy on a high density
sparse grid of phase stable radar targets [1] [2]. Up to now,
PS analyses have been carried out on single “homogeneous”
data sets, i.e. involving ERS images gathered with the very
same nominal acquisition geometry (same track frame and
mode).
II.

images relative to different data set. At 45° latitude the
normal baseline would amount to around 40 km,
corresponding to more than 3° difference in the incidence
angles. This makes the complex target reflectivity vary
strongly. Even on amplitude data the response of scattering
objects is clearly different (see Figure 1).
Nevertheless, it is worth carrying out independent PS
analyses for finally merging the results in a unique output
archive. The main issues are:
•

The key requirement from Civil Protection authorities is
to push the PS coverage (i.e. the percentage of buildings
and man-made structures on whose surface at least one
PS is available) towards 100%, in order to guarantee a
wide scale systematic monitoring service. Extremely
interesting is, therefore, the evaluation of the amount of
independent PS identified on data relative to different
acquisition geometries.

•

The availability of two independent measures on a core
of PS common to different acquisition geometries allows
cross-validation procedures and enables to provide
experimental information on data accuracy.

THE MULTI DATA SET APPROACH

Since the overlapping part of the ERS swath relative to close
parallel orbits increases with latitude, most sites in Europe
and North-America are covered by more than a single ERS
track (usually 2 adjacent tracks per mode).
Even for adjacent tracks the acquisition geometry is far too
different to carry out a single PS analysis exploiting jointly

The main problem to be overcome is how to map the PS
identified in one analysis on the sampling grid relative to the
other data set. Even for acquisitions relative to adjacent
tracks the distortion of the sampling grid is too strong to use
standard coregistration techniques developed for resampling
images with normal baseline values up to 1.5 - 2 km [3].
The task should be faced formally with image matching
techniques. Anyway, for a first quick assessment we decided
to use the following simple strategy:
•

Figure 1: Milano, multi-image reflectivity map. On the left:
Track 208, Frame 2691. On the right: Track 480, Frame
2691. The 3° difference in the incidence angles introduces a
significant variation in the reflectivity.
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Geocoding of the positions of two sets of Permanent
Scatterers identified in two independent analyses. Data
are resampled on the (common) UTM grid. It should be
pointed out that, since an output of the Permanent
Scatterers analysis is the precise elevation of each PS
(the accuracy is about 1 m [1]), the geocoding error is
much lower for PS than for standard SAR image pixels.
We still expect a rigid offset between the two grids due
to systematic errors induced by the low resolution of
ERS images limiting the precision in the identification of
Ground Control Points (GCP).

•

A binary mask of the sampling cells (on the cartographic
grid) containing a PS is created for each data set. The
masks are correlated in order to estimate the two rigid
shift values (along Northing and Easting) as the position
of the cross-correlation peak. This way the PS grids
relative to different analyses are mapped on each other
(of course, with a limited accuracy; a conservative
reasonable figure could be 5 – 10 m). The reliability of
the estimated shifts can be easily checked, comparing the
measured cross-correlation with what would be expected
trying to match random patterns, easy to be modeled as
binary masks (sets of bernoullian random variables). In
this case, the cross-correlation is binomial distributed
(sum of bernoullian random variables) and since the
number of PS is high (tens or hundreds of thousands
benchmarks, in urban areas), the normal approximation
is valid, allowing one to provide numerically the
probability of achieving a certain value in the correlation
peak [4].
III.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Despite the very elementary approach, the matching
technique works fairly and allowed to map the two PS sparse
grids relative to adjacent track data sets (experiments
involving ascending and descending data have still to be
performed. It is, therefore, an open question whether the
amount of common PS is high enough to induce a marked
peak in the cross-correlation also in this case).
The first tests have been carried out involving around 190
ERS images relative to the urban area of Milano, Italy:
•

~80 ERS-1/2 descending mode images, Track 208,
Frame 2691, Time span May 1992- December 2000.

•

~80 ERS-1/2 descending mode images, Track 480,
Frame 2691, Time span April 1992- September 2000.

•

~30 ERS-1/2 ascending mode images, Track 487, Frame
909, Time span July 1992- August 2000.

The amount of PS common to both descending data sets is
slightly less than 30% (~35'000 out of ~125'000, about the
same value for both geometries, in a 20 x 20 km2 area). This
result is pretty important, highlighting that, despite the
similarity of the acquisition geometry, the increase in spatial
PS density is remarkable.
On the other hand, the availability of a significant amount of
common PS allows one to run quality assessment procedures
on PS results. As a first step, we decided to start investigating
the dispersion of the elevation values estimated on the PS.
Results are very preliminary, and we are just going to
highlight informally some aspects.
It is important to point out that we are actually considering as
the very same PS, objects belonging to the same (geocoded)

sampling cell that act as Permanent Scatterer in the two
acquisition geometries. It is likely that the two PS correspond
to different parts of the same feature (e.g. different portions
of a roof). However, as a first approximation, it is reasonable
to assume that the two scattering centers are at the same
elevation. Therefore, by simply computing the difference of
the height values relative to the common PS, we can obtain a
random variable (H) that should provide first indices for the
precision of vertical PS positioning.
Looking at the field of the elevation differences, we noticed
the presence of a significant spatial correlation due to
residual atmospheric disturbances and/or orbital phase
components, (the sampled standard deviation of H over the
whole area is σH = 5.5 m). To limit the impact of these effects
we focused the attention on two smaller areas (2 x 2 km2 and
1 x 4 km2), the first around Polimi - Lambrate (σH = 3 m), the
other along Viale Monza (σH = 4 m). As expected, we could
identify a dependence in the height difference H of common
PS on local urban features in particular, building size and the
orientation of the streets with respect to the SAR acquisition
geometry. The tails of the sampled probability density
function of H decrease more slowly in the Viale Monza test
area, where buildings are taller and roughly parallel to ERS
descending orbits. The amount of PS mapped in the same
sampling cell, but actually corresponding to objects at
significantly different elevations (e.g. a scattering center in
the street for one geometry and on higher floors or on the
roof for the other geometry) seems to be higher.
Of course, this interpretation has to be confirmed by a more
in depth analysis that has still to be carried out.
Since H is the difference of two approximately identically
distributed independent random variables (about the same
number of images, covering the same time span, analogous
distribution of normal and temporal baselines etc.), the
experimental figure for the precision in vertical positioning is

σε =σ H / 2
assuming values of 2.1 m (Polimi – Lambrate) and 2.8 m
(Viale Monza). Notwithstanding the low values, these figures
are higher than the expected PS precision (~1 m). However,
as already mentioned, the dispersion is partially due to the
fact of considering as the same PS objects that are actually
distinct and can be at quite different heights.
Involving different acquisition mode data (i.e. descending
and ascending passes) the PS density almost doubles. In rural
areas this allows the coverage of both east- and west-facing
slopes with PS measurements. The improvement in the
measurement quality can be impressive (Figure 2). On the
other hand, we cannot provide yet a figure for the amount of
common PS (actually structured objects whose surface has
different patterns behaving as PS both in ascending and
descending data).
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On these “multiple” radar targets 2D deformation (both along
East-West and North-South direction) can be retrieved.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

By combining PS results obtained exploiting different data
sets relative to the same test area, the spatial density of radar
benchmarks strongly increases. A reasonable and
conservative figure for the amount of infrastructures that can
be monitored by means of Permanent Scatterers is 75-80%
(this value depends actually on the phase stability
requirement for PS). Moreover, experimental cross-validation
and accuracy assessment of the PS results can be carried out
exploiting results obtained from independent data sets.
Preliminary results are encouraging and both issues deserve
further studies.
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Figure 2: Permanent Scatterers represented on technical
cartography (courtesy of Regione Lombardia). Merging
ascending and descending results the PS spatial density
doubles in the urban area. Moreover, the west-facing slope
affected by creeping is well covered by PS identified from
the descending data set (since results are confidential no
names of locations are provided).

